An important step in data preparation involves dealing with incomplete datasets. In some cases, the missing values are unreported because they are characteristics of the domain and are known by practitioners. Due to this nature of the missing values, imputation and inference methods do not work and input from domain experts is required. A common method for experts to fill missing values is through rules. However, for large datasets with thousands of missing data points, it is laborious and time consuming for a user to make sense of the data and formulate effective completion rules. Thus, users need to be shown subsets of the data that will have the most impact in completing missing fields. Further, these subsets should provide the user with enough information to make an update. Choosing subsets that maximize the probability of filling in missing data from a large dataset is computationally expensive. To address these challenges, we present ICARUS, which uses a heuristic algorithm to show the user small subsets of the database in the form of a matrix. This allows the user to iteratively fill in data by applying suggested rules based on their direct edits to the matrix. The suggested rules amplify the users' input to multiple missing fields by using the database schema to infer hierarchies. Simulations show ICARUS has an average improvement of 50% across three datasets over the baseline system. Further, in-person user studies demonstrate that naive users can fill in 68% of missing data within an hour, while manual rule specification spans weeks.
INTRODUCTION
Data used for analysis is often incomplete. Reasons for this can be broadly classified into two categories: 1) random missing data, which includes incomplete response, attrition, human error and 2) data that is not reported because it is known by practitioners. Traditional methods for dealing with missing data, such as imputation or learning, address the first category. These methods do not apply to the second category since imputation and machine learning are based on observed values. When the data is unreported because its values for specific instances are known, the observed data will not contain results for those instances. Thus, inferred values for unreported instances will be highly inaccurate. Our work addresses this second category of missing data. In the rest of this paper we use inputs, edits, updates and completions interchangeably to mean the user filling in a null field.
Motivating Example
To better illustrate our contributions, we consider a real-world clinical microbiology task [28] at the University's medical center, where ICARUS has been deployed for biomedical researchers to use on real data for the past six months. Microbiology laboratories report sensitivities of antibiotics to infection-causing organisms in urine cultures. Each laboratory result contains an organism that grew in culture and whether certain antibiotics are effective against it. If an antibiotic is effective in killing the organism, the organism is said to be sensitive (S) to it, otherwise it is resistant (R). Depending on characteristics of the organism, antibiotic, and institutional preference, laboratories only do sensitivity testing for a subset of antibiotics. For example, if the organism Staphylococcus aureus is sensitive to the antibiotic Cefazolin, it is also sensitive to the antibiotic Cefepime. Hence, for Cefazolin sensitive Staphylococcus aureus, Cefepime is unreported and there is no evidence in the data to learn or impute from. For auxiliary use of this data, such as modeling risk of resistance to individual antibiotics [17, 27, 28] , sensitivity information on all antibiotics is needed. For such cases, the unreported data has to be filled in by domain experts, such as physicians and microbiologists, whose time is expensive. Manually specifying rules is time consuming and can span multiple weeks. Hence, experts need to be able to effectively interact with the data.
A normalized database schema for this dataset might consist of the six tables shown in Figure 2A . In this example, the antibiotic table is self-referencing with nested classes. The organism table also has a hierarchical relation where an organism references the family it belongs to, which in turn references its gram_stain. The culture table links every culture to the organism it grew. The culture_antibiotic table is a many-to-many join between cultures and antibiotics, with the result field storing R/S/null indicating resistant, sensitive or unknown respectively. To complete null values in the result field, the culture, organism and antibiotic tables need to be joined with the culture_antibiotic table. However, this only shows organism and antibiotic pairs, which is not enough to complete all missing sensitivities. The user further needs to look at the sensitivities that have been tested for the antibiotics of the same family for that culture. This corresponds to a pivot on culture_id, so that each row represents a culture and each column an antibiotic ( Figure 2B ). In a many-tomany join, pivoting on one of the join values can create a very wide table, making it hard to reason about the data. Thus, there is a need to guide the user on which updates will have the most impact, and allow them to apply that update to multiple cells by expressing the edit as a rule.
While much work has been done in using rule-based systems to identify and correct errors, including HoloClean [44] and NADEEF [15] , they have focused on using violations to known conditional functional dependencies (CFD) and integrity constraints. Interactive rule systems such as guided data repair [55] and Active-Clean [34] use a combination of machine learning and human input to learn rules. They select elements for user validation which are likely to increase the accuracy of their models, which is not applicable in our case when some user rules contradict the data. Further, these systems deal with cleaning dirty data, while our system addresses unreported data that is semantically knowable. He et al.'s Falcon [26] is the only system that we know of which addresses a similar problem of reducing user effort in an interactive cleaning system. Falcon iteratively asks the user multiple questions based on a single update, to find the most general update query but is unable to provide guidance on which updates will have the highest impact, i.e., will fix the most number of values. Further, Falcon generalizes updates by using attributes within one table, but does not use foreign-key relations among tables, which can apply to a larger number of values. Thus, previous works either do not allow direct updates and suggest rules based on violations to CFDs and knowledge bases [13, 55] , or if they allow updates [26, 46] , they do not provide guidance on useful updates. In summary, we need to address the following challenges:
Guiding Users on Impactful Completions-For wide databases containing sparse data, it is difficult for the user to write update queries to complete data if they do not know what information is present and hence, which queries will fill in the most cells. Consider a database containing country, city, temperature and precipitation. Suppose the user is filling in information for the temperature field, and they specify an update query setting null values of temperature to Below freezing whenever precipitation equals Snow. But if the precipitation attribute is mostly missing whenever temperature is missing, this update has a very low impact. Now, say the location attribute is present for most cases when temperature is missing. A better query would be to set temperature to Below freezing when city equals Reykjavik and month equals January. Thus, users need to be guided by seeing high impact fields together.
However, simply showing high impact fields is not enough if the information is not relevant. For example, showing temperature with traffic density is not helpful, even if traffic density is always present when temperature is missing. Hence, the subsets should contain attributes that are semantically relevant. However, this is computationally expensive in an interactive system. If the user has the capacity or screen size, to look at a 10 × 10 matrix at a time, then selecting an optimal 10 × 10 matrix from a dataset of 10, 000 rows and 50 columns gives 10 35 subsets to choose from.
Contributions
To address the above challenges, we designed ICARUS (Iterative Completion with RUles, Figure 1 ) which shows the user samples of the database containing missing cells in the form of a p × q matrix. Once the user fills in a data value, ICARUS suggests data specific update rules (i.e., english translations of update queries) based on the information present on the screen. It also presents general versions of these rules, by linking them to attributes in joined tables. If the user sees a correct rule in the list of suggested rules, they can immediately apply it to the entire dataset, thereby filling in all the null values where the rule is applicable. The user goes back and forth between editing the subset and picking rules until the desired amount of data is filled. If they are no longer able to update null values in the subset, they can choose to see a different sample. This approach effectively completes sparse datasets while minimizing the user input. Our contributions include:
1.
Algorithm for identifying and showing the user candidates for updates that are semantically relevant.
2.
Minimization of user input by displaying high impact candidates whose updates can be applied to a large set of null values.
3.
Amplifying the user's input to a larger number of cells using foreign-key relations for rule generalization.
4.
Implementation details and experimental evaluation of ICARUS, which allows users to efficiently update incomplete databases. Simulations show up to 70% reduction in human effort as compared to the state-of-the-art baseline system. user study results show that domain experts (who were naive users of the system) were able to fill in 68% of the missing values within an hour, while the manual rule formulation process took weeks.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let D be a normalized database schema, containing multiple relations. Each relation A ∈ D is defined over a set of attributes attr(A). Domain of an attribute X ∈ attr (A) is denoted by dom(X).
Update Language
The supported repair language can be expressed as standard SQL Update statements, where only null values are updated:
Multiple Relations for Rule Generation
When a user updates a null value given the context of a single relation, suggested rules would traditionally consider attributes of only that relation [26] , But given a normalized database, we can leverage its structure to suggest more general rules to the user.
While normalized schemas are optimal for storing information, they are not ideal for data exploration. Consider a relation C ⊆ A × B where C is a many-to-many join between A and B, and a − id, b − id ∈ attr (C) are foreign-keys to A and B respectively. Suppose c ∈ attr (C)
contains null values. Presenting C to the user with a_id, b_id is unhelpful, since they do not know what these keys mean. Instead, we should show them a meaningful attribute from the referenced relation. This can either be manually specified or be the most distinct attribute, i.e., whose distinct cardinality is closest to the cardinality of the relation. However, an advantage of a normalized schema is that the join relations often encode hierarchies in the form of many-to-one joins which we can use to reduce human effort.
In a many-to-one join, one can think of the relation in the many-side as belonging to, or being a subtype of the relation in the one-side. Thus, there is a hierarchy where the one-side relation is a parent of the many-side and rules on attributes of a relation can be generalized to attributes of the parent relation. For example, a rule about a city could apply to all cities in a state, or a rule about a book could generalize to all books written by that book's author, etc. We define a parent relation as follows: 
Rules from one relation could be generalized to its parent. While generalization in databases traditionally refers to attributes and is defined with respect to addition/deletion of predicates [10] , here we use it to mean rule generalization, i.e., a rule that applies to an attribute value can be generalized to the attribute's parent value in the next level of the hierarchy.
Definition 2. For relations X, Y, if Y is a parent of X, then rules made on attributes of X can be generalized to attributes of Y. We use | < to denote "can be generalized".
We refer to a parent's parent as the relation's grandparent and so on. In the example shown in Figure 2 , rules about an organism can be generalized to the organism's family and through the family to its gram stain. Similarly, rules about an antibiotic can be generalized to its parent class, its grandparent class, etc. If in Figure 2B , the user were to fill in S in the first null cell of the table, which corresponds to the result cell in the first row of the culture_antibiotic table in Figure 2A , the generated update queries (and the corresponding rules shown to the user) would include the following : Translates to "Gram Negative organisms are Sensitive to 4th Generation Cephalosporins"
The where clauses of these rules are conditioned only on the join keys in the many-to-many relation and independent of other tuples in this relation. Hence, we refer to these as independent rules.
In addition to the above rules, since the attribute being updated already contains some data, the user could potentially use the information of tuples associated with the same foreignkeys to make update decisions. This would require a rotated view of the relation, constituting a pivot operation ( Figure 2 A pivot operation creates a column for each value of the attribute specified in the pivot line (antibiotic), grouped by attributes in the outer select statement (organism,culture_id). Since each culture and antibiotic pair have one value for result, max is an appropriate aggregate. Going back to the above scenario of the user filling S in the first null cell, the following rule is also added to the list of possible rules:
• UPDATE culture_antibiotic SET result = S WHERE cult_id IN (SELECT cult_id FROM culture_antibiotic WHERE anti_id = 2 AND result = S) AND anti_id = 1;
Translates to "Organisms Sensitive to Cefazolin are also Sensitive to Cefepime"
In this case, the where clause is dependent on other tuples in the relation being updated (i.e., where clause selects from culture_antibiotic relation). Hence, we refer to these as dependent rules. Dependent rules are only generated between attributes that have a similarity above a threshold. The attribute similarity measure can be user-defined, such as sharing a common foreign-key to the parent relation, in our case (both Cefepime and Cefazolin are Cephalosporins), or automated using the CORDS algorithm [30] .
It should be noted that all of the update rules have an additional clause requiring result = null, i.e., the rules never update existing data that is known or has been filled in with a prior rule. Further, rules are not applied until the user accepts them. It is possible that a user defined rule conflicts with the original data, but this does not imply that the rule or the original data is incorrect. It is the nature of this dataset. For example, in Figure 2B , the Escherichia coli in culture 1 is sensitive to Cefazolin while the one in culture 2 is resistant (i.e. the organism that grows in each culture has different sensitivities), hence domain experts are required. Further, experts may first apply specific narrow rules and then later make broader generalizations that contradict with one of their earlier rules for the remaining cells. In our pilot studies we observed that rules selected in later passes were for rare cases and of lower confidence, hence should not overwrite prior rules.
Problem Statement
Now that we have explained how rules are generated from an edit, we are ready to formalize the data completion problem. As explained above, the normalized tables do not provide the user with enough information to make edits and have to be presented in a denormalized form, shown in Figure 2B . But the matrix in Figure 2B can be undigestible to humans due to its size (10, 000 × 50 in our case) and moreover, denormalization is expensive. Hence, the user needs to be shown subsets from the denormalized view. Subsets shown should maximize null values filled during user interaction. Without loss of generality, we assume that a relation contains only one attribute with null values. 
Search Space
IDCP is an instance of the maximal weighted set cover problem (MWSCP), which is a well known NP-complete problem [23] . Given D, U, S as defined above and M = Powerset(U):
Each potential subset s i ∈ S which can be shown to the user in matrix form ( Figure 2B ), maps to one set m i ∈ M. We define the mapping as follows. For every cell c ∈ s i , let p c be the probability of the user updating it. Updating c generates rules(c). For each rule r ∈ rules(c), let p r be the probability of the user accepting it. On showing s i to the user, every cell m ∈ result r ⊂ U thus has probability p c × p r of being updated. Each subset s i ∈ S can then be mapped to m i ∈ M where m i = ∪ r ∈ rules s i result r . The weight of m i is calculated as the number of cells s i can fill divided by the probability of filling in each cell. Thus, those subsets with higher probability of filling have lower weights. We want to pick a set of minimum weight sets from M such that the maximum number of elements in U is covered, which is MWCSP.
In fact, calculating any optimization function to find an ideal subset is expected to be expensive. If the denormalized matrix is m × n, and we want to select subsets of size p × q, the number of ways to do this is equal to 
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section we provide implementation details of ICARUS, a system that aims to minimize the user's effort in filling in null values. It does this by showing digestible subsets of the dataset in the form of c = p × q matrix that fits on screen. c contains a combination of null and filled in cells. The user has the option to fill in one of the null values or choose to see a different subset if they feel they do not have enough information to make a decision. On filling in a null values, ICARUS suggests rules to generalize the edit on the rules pane as shown in Figure 3 . If the user sees a correct rule, they can accept it, and it is immediately applied to the dataset. The user then continues filling in the subset and applying rules until they are unable to make any more updates. They can then ask for a different subset, ending an iteration. This process continues until the desired percentage of data is filled, which the user is able to track from a progress bar on top. Due to the computational challenges in choosing optimal subsets outlined in Section 2, we use sampling based techniques. 
Subset Selection
Before we present our heuristic algorithms for choosing subsets, we provide some intuition. A row with all values missing is not very helpful because the user does not have any information to make a decision, and only independent rules can be generated from an edit. Similarly, having rows with only filled in values is a waste, since they do not contribute to completing the dataset. Hence, we would like to pick a subset with filled in and null values distributed in a manner that maximizes the probability of the user updating a null value. Clustering, machine learning and imputation methods do not work well as we will show in Section 4, since they do not account for the user's information needs.
3.1.1. Optimization Function-The probability of a user updating a cell in the given subset depends on whether they have informative filled values. A filled cell is informative to a null cell if it has a common foreign-key, i.e., they belong to the same row in the denormalized matrix. Thus, given a denormalized matrix C = X × Y, with X denoting rows and Y denoting columns, we want to select c = x × y where, x ⊂ X, y ⊂ Y that maximizes the probability of a null cell being updated and its impact. Impact, in this case, refers to number of values in the entire dataset that will be updated if the user accepts a rule generated by updating that cell. Formally, let M ⊂ C denote the set of null cells and 
Subject to the following constraints:
where p, q are screen constraints Equation 1 is maximizing the probability of a null cell being filled, which is proportional to the similarity between the columns of the filled cells and the null cell in that particular row. This is weighted by the number of cells that will be impacted if a rule based on these two columns is formulated. Thus, if there are many rows where j is filled and k is empty and the columns are correlated, then having the user specify a rule between the two will fill in a large number of cells. Column similarity can be user-defined with help of experts, using number of common parents through foreign-key relations, or for a single relation, CORDS [30] can be used.
Increasing Entropy for Subset
Diversification-Similarity alone is not enough for completing the entire dataset. The independent rules described in Section 2, are based on characteristics of two relations that are not necessarily related. These rules could be generated by looking at row and column headers in the denormalized view, i.e., the user needs to see null cells in different row-column positions. To ensure that the null cells are distributed across rows and columns, we maximize the information entropy [35] for each row and column. Entropy of an item denotes the amount of uncertainty contained in it and is calculated as:
where X is the set of values in the row/column and P(x) is the probability with which each value occurs. A row/column with high entropy has a diverse set of values and hence provides more information. Initially, however, we want to show the user subsets with higher impact. The diversity of subsets has more importance towards the end of the session when there are fewer null cells which need to be filled in with specific rules and the user requires more information to make a decision. Keeping this in mind, we borrow ideas from simulated annealing techniques [3] and increase the weight of entropy as the temperature, i.e., iterations increase. Thus, our final optimization function is a modified version of Equation 1:
3.1.3. Two-stage Subset Sampling-Picking a subset with the above conditions is challenging, since we are optimizing for two different conditions along each dimension, i.e., similar columns but diverse row. Co-clustering techniques do not work since they cluster based on data, without accounting for external column similarity such as semantic similarity or foreign-key relationships. In fact, co-clustering does the opposite by selecting subsets that have the exact same values of rows and columns, instead of diversifying. Hence, we follow a two-stage sampling approach where we first sample rows with probability proportional to the row's entropy and number of null cells and inversely proportional to number of prior iterations that the row has been selected. In the second stage, we choose a column to optimize for and select the remaining columns by maximizing Equation 3 with respect to the chosen column and rows sampled in the first stage. Subset selection pseudocode is presented in Algorithm 2.
Rule Generation
As explained in Section 2, the suggested rules are generalized based on many-to-one joins referenced by attributes of the denormalized rows select p rows with probability = scores x 8: y select column to optimize for, with probability proportional to missing values 9: 
User Interactions
The interactions available to the user on ICARUS interface include:
Update NULL Value: The user can update a null value, represented as R/S buttons in the interface by clicking on the corresponding button. On an update, rules are generated on the top left pane.
Navigate Rules: The rule pane is scrollable, with suggested rules ranked from broadest to narrowest impact. Rules can be filtered to display only independent or dependent ones.
Rule Application: Once the user sees a correct rule, they can accept it by clicking on "Yes" or "Maybe" next to the rules. Both these buttons have the same effect -they apply the rule to the entire dataset, however the "Maybe" rules are noted as "low confidence" rules when stored. While this feedback is not used in ICARUS, it is useful for uphill analysis when results of experts are compared. If the user selects "No" for a rule it is never generated again.
Refresh Sample: The user can see a different subset by clicking the "refresh sample" button on top of the subset.
Optimizations
Even though we present a denormalized form of the database to the user, the complete database is never denormalized during implementation. We provide further details of this with respect to different components of our system below. Subset Selection: Each of the components used during subset selection such as missing cells per row and column, row entropy, column entropy, column similarity, and impact of an edit is calculated and stored as a separate table prior to initialization of the system. In fact column entropy is only calculated over the rows that will be shown to the user, and hence can be calculated on the fly since p ≤ 10. As rows and columns are updated by rules, these numbers can be updated quickly for the affected rows and columns.
Rule generation and application: Rule generation follows a depth-first search on parents (defined in Section 2.2) of the shown relations. In case a relation has a deep ancestry, the depth can be capped at a user defined k, or the Falcon dive algorithm [26] can be used for restricting rule suggestion. In each iteration this only needs to be done for the subset shown to the user, i.e., for p+q values. Thus, the rules are generated and cached, along with the tuple IDs of their result sets, for each missing cell in the subset (number of missing cells < p × q = 100), at the beginning of each iteration. As rules are applied, the result sets of the cached rules are updated as well, removing IDs that are no longer missing.
Number of suggested rules:
We show the user all the rules in a scrollable pane on the left of the interface Figure 3 . The dependent rules suggested are limited to pairwise clauses. Let k x , k y be the depth of parents for rows and columns, respectively. So in the rare case that all q − 1 columns in a row are filled and have the same foreign-key value to the parent relation as the updated column, the number of rules suggested is q − 1 + k y × k x i.e ., (q − 1) × k x dependent and k x × k y independent). The user is able to filter rows by type (dependent vs. independent), to narrow this set. This can further be reduced by sorting by impact (our default) or rarity and showing top n, or again by using techniques in
Complexity Analysis
Consider the denormalized m × n table. At each iteration, if components of the optimization function are precomputed, then subset sampling is constant time, otherwise, sampling rows is (m) and columns is (n). Let x be the percentage of cells that are missing. Then rule application will require x ⋅ m 2 ⋅ n to fill in all values. The entire session has complexity
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we report results of experiments to (a) compare the effectiveness of subset selection algorithms in reducing user effort; (b) compare latency of these algorithms; (c) show contributions of components of our optimization function; (d) compare ICARUS to Falcon [26] and Holoclean [44] ; and (e) report findings from an in-person user study with domain experts [31] . ICARUS is implemented using Python Django framework with MySQL database backend and Javascript frontend. We use the following datasets:
Microbiology: This is the dataset from our motivating example, whose schema along with a few tuples is shown in Figure 2 , and the interface for the user study is shown in Figure 3 . It consists of culture results of patients admitted to the Ohio State Wexner Medical Center with urinary tract infection (UTI) between 2009 and 2014. The dataset contains around 10, 797 cultures (rows) and about 50 antibiotics (columns). Out of these we are only interested in filling in missing information for the 14 antibiotics which are used for empiric treatment. The UMLS Metathesaurus [8] was used to create the classification tables [42] . Around 55% of the data we are interested in is unreported, which is equivalent to around 83, 000 null cells. Before creating ICARUS, this dataset was filled in with rules created manually with consensus from four domain experts, which took around a month. It was a cumbersome process that involved looking at columns pairwise, trying to find dependencies that covered the maximum null cells, formulating rules, and then generating the pairwise frequencies again. These rules are used as "gold" standard. 89 of the rules are dependent and 80 are independent. Domain of null cells is binary: 1: sensitive, −1: resistant. This dataset has up to three levels of hierarchy, i.e., the base relation has a parent, grandparent and great grandparent along both dimensions (refer to Section 2 and schema in Figure 2 ).
IMDB:
The IMDB data [1] was collected using IMDbPy [2] to create a database. We selected the top 500 voted TV shows from the database. For each show, we found all actresses that appeared in them and then collected up to 10 episodes where the actress appeared. This was done to create rules of the form (actress, title role ). We generated rules by comparing episodes that appeared in the same show pairwise, as well as seeing if an actress had the same values for all episodes of a show. 7,496 of these rules were dependent while 23, 051 were independent. We removed any show that did not have any actresses that appeared in more than one episode. This left us with 73 shows, 504 episodes and 317 actresses, giving us 317×504 matrix with about 160, 000 cells. From this we removed 50% of the data based on the generated rules, giving us around 80, 000 missing cells. Missing values are binary: 1 : actress appeared in series, −1 : actress did not appear. This dataset has one level of hierarchy, where every episode has a parent series.
Hospital: This dataset, adopted from US Department of Health and Human Services 1 , contains 100, 000 rows and 17 columns. Out of these we non-randomly removed data from 7 attributes based on 45 manually created dependent rules, giving 517,134 missing cells, all text. To transform these for regression and clustering, word features were created for 10 out of the 17 columns. "State" was used as a proxy for geographic attributes like "address", to limit feature size (139 features). Unlike the other two datasets, this does not have a many-tomany relation, with a hierarchy. Instead, it contains three relations and the attribute's parent is the relation it belongs to, again giving a one level hierarchy.
Comparison of Subset Selection Algorithms
We compare our subset selection algorithms, in terms of how much information they allow the user to fill in incrementally over iterations, against the following algorithms:
Random: At each iteration, this chooses a random subset.
Random_history: Similar to random, except it inversely weights the probability of selection of rows and columns to the number of prior iterations in which it was selected.
Clustering: At each iteration, this algorithm clusters rows based on their similarity, picks rows from the cluster proportional to missing values then selects columns using our optimization function.
Regression:
At each iteration, this algorithm selects the column with the most missing values to optimize for. It then trains a linear support vector machine (SVM) [48] on a maximum of 10, 000 rows (to limit compute time) that have results for the missing column and uses the weights of the model to choose the top q -1 columns. In cases where no training information is available, it simulates random. Rows were then chosen based on those which had the most filled in values for the selected columns.
In order to simulate sessions, our algorithm generates a subset and if editing one of the cells generates a rule that is in the gold standard, that rule is applied. This is done for all applicable cells. Once no more edits can be made, a new subset is generated and the process continues for the given number of iterations. The number of iterations shown is based on the point after which most algorithms are stable. For each algorithm, we ran the simulation 50 times and picked the average to get the datapoint at each iteration. Since rules applied in the simulation are from a gold standard, there is no concept of accuracy since all applied rules are correct. Figure 4 shows the results for the three datasets -regression and clustering are shown with dotted lines since they do not meet latency requirements (Section 4.2). ICARUS consistently performs well for all three datasets, achieving almost 80% in just 5 iterations for the microbiology dataset (Fig 4a) , while maintaining low latency. The IMDB dataset requires a higher number of iterations due to its shallow one level hierarchy, which limits the amount that edits can be generalized. This is also reflected in the number of rules (approx. 30, 000
rules to fill in 80, 000 cells for IMDB as opposed to 169 rules to fill in 83, 000 cells for the microbiology dataset). The hospital dataset stabilizes in 20 iterations in spite of having a shallow hierarchy because it has a smaller number of attributes. ICARUS can thus work on datasets with different levels of hierarchies and number of attributes, however the savings in human effort vary accordingly. Table 1 shows the average latency over 50 simulations for each dataset for the subset selection algorithm. ICARUS maintains a latency of under 200ms across all three datasets; interaction latency is negligible (less than 100ms which is below the threshold of human perception [5] ). It is 6x faster than the other methods for the microbiology dataset and 800x faster for the hospital dataset. On the other hand, clustering latency increases as number of attributes (IMDB) and samples (hospital) grow, while regression is highly sensitive to number of samples and datatype. It performs fastest for IMDB which has 317 rows, so on average the training size is around a 100 for each attribute, compared to about 8, 000 for microbiology and 10, 000 for hospital. The large sample size along with the multi-class prediction makes regression especially slow for the hospital dataset.
Latency
Subset generation has strict latency requirements. Since the user explicitly requests a new subset once they are done editing the current one, they are idle during the time that a subset is generated. Further, since the generated subset depends on the user's edits in the current iteration, it cannot be precomputed. Hence, regression and clustering are unsuitable for use in its current form.
Components of the Optimization Function
In this section, we study the effect of each component of our weighted sum, namely, column similarity, entropy and impact. For this experiment, we modified our optimization function to only use one of the components for a set number of iterations and took the percentage filled at the end as its result. We then normalized this by the total percentage filled by all three. Further, we also studied each component's effect when using only one type of rule (i.e. dependent vs. independent), except for the hospital dataset which only has dependent rules.
We can see in Figure 5 , that all three components are equally important in most cases. Entropy does slightly better for independent rules while similarity does better for dependent rules, as expected (Section 3.1). The difference is noticeable in IMDB since the distribution of rules between dependent and independent is skewed, while for microbiology they are almost evenly split. Thus, based on the distribution of the rules, each component needs to be weighted accordingly. By increasing the weight of entropy with iterations we cover this entire spectrum, as demonstrated by results in Figure 4 .
Comparison to Other Systems
Falcon: The Falcon system [26] is the state-of-the-art system in reducing user effort in rule based updates. They perform better than systems such as guided data repair [55] and active learning approaches. While their contributions can be considered orthogonal to ours (since they use rules for error detection and correction), they are the closest work to our system.
Falcon algorithm:
Given a table and a user edit. Falcon's goal is to find the most general update statement in terms of the number of attributes involved. The most specific update would contain all attributes in the WHERE clause, while the most general update would have an empty WHERE clause. It creates a lattice out of all possible subsets of attributes and iteratively asks the user to validate rules until it finds the most general one. Falcon chooses rules for validation are based on the user's input (accept or reject) and then performs a binary search on the set of rules ordered by impact. We compare number of edits for ICARUS and Falcon. Figure 6 shows the percentage filled against number of edits for 300 edits for the microbiology dataset. Note that Falcon operates on a single table and hence would not suggest broader rules based on relations. However, we compared a denormalized version that has the many-to-one join attributes on the table, encoding the hierarchy. This version performs better but still does not catch up to ICARUS. We also compared using semantic schema-based similarity as used by ICARUS against Falcon's similarity metric which uses modified CORDS [30] for attribute sets.
The main benefits in using ICARUS over Falcon arise from the fact that ICARUS guides the user on which edits will be the most impactful. Further, ICARUS allows rule updates that affect multiple columns in the denormalized matrix, while Falcon only updates one column. The improvements for the other two datasets are comparable to the microbiology dataset and summarized in Figure 7 , which shows the average number of edits saved over maximum number of edits. Even if we ignore the edits the user makes in rejecting rules, ICARUS provides significant improvement.
Holoclean:
Holoclean [44] is a system that allows users to specify "rules" in the form of denial constraints, which can be used to express integrity constraints and functional dependencies, and then combines signals from these with external vocabularies and quantitative statistics to perform error detection and repairs. As summarized in Table 4 , Holoclean is not the most appropriate system for our use case, but can serve as a orthogonal and complementary component of ICARUS's data preparation pipeline. In order to ascertain Holoclean's capabilities on our datasets, we started by manually expressing our rules as denial constraints (a task that we do not expect our users to perform). We observed that Holoclean yielded the following precision, recall scores respectively for the microbiology data set: (.72, .24), IMDB (.99, .54), hospital (.21, .99) -which are high recall or high precision, but not both (a contrast ICARUS's high recall / high precision performance shown in Figure 9 ). The results for microbiology are interesting -the highest results, which are reported here, were achieved when we manually defined constraints for the rules which could be expressed as functional dependencies. We consider this to be additional manual intervention. On adding conditional functional dependency rules, the precision went down to .5 with recall remaining the same. This is possibly due to there being circular dependence between rules, or because the rules sometimes contradicted the data, leading the system to incorrectly mark the original data as erroneous. From these observations, we can infer that Holoclean is not an ideal standalone tool in cases when rules are not true constraints. Moreover, the default denial constraint error detector has very low precision (.22) and a custom null detector had to be constructed by us, entailing data scientist intervention before end-users perform cleaning.
It should be noted that Holoclean takes as input denial constraints or the rules which ICARUS helps formulate. Holoclean thus solves an orthogonal and complementary problem of combining multiple signal types for error detection and repair; we report its results here to demonstrate that automatic repair systems by themselves are insufficient, and reducing human effort remains desirable when using them. Such systems are also hard to interpret, especially when it is unclear how different combinations of constraints conflict and what each fills in. For these reasons, a combination of Holoclean and ICARUS seems to be a promising area of future work.
User Study
We recruited 6 domain experts consisting of infectious disease physicians and pharmacists, separate from the ones who created the manual "gold" standard, to do a preliminary usability study on the microbiology dataset. All users were naive users of the system, but experts in their fields. The first user was used as a pilot and is not included in analysis. We met with each user individually for a 60 minute study session which consisted of the following:
1.
Users are trained for 15 minutes during which they are shown how the system works and allowed to interact with it while we walk them through updating a cell and applying a rule.
2.
They are then told to fill in as many of the missing cells correctly as possible in the next 45 minutes.
3.
At the end of the hour, they stopped and were asked to fill out the System Usability Survey [9] anonymously. We evaluate our system over the user effort required, the SUS score and agreement of the filled in dataset with the "gold". Table 2 summarizes the results of the user study for the five domain experts. Figure 8 shows the amount of information filled over iterations by each user. The performance of the user depends on their approach. Some worked more slowly, looking up antibiotic-organism coverage from literature. A user of this type would have low recall over the short time period but high precision. A user that was focused on task completion in the hour would have high recall but potentially low precision. Users went through different number of iterations in 45 minutes, hence the percentage filled flatlines over iterations. This plot lines up with our simulations in that users are able to see and make rules on high impact cells at the beginning.
Human Effort-

System
Usability Scale-At the end of the study, users were asked to fill the system usability scale (SUS) [9] , an industry standard, robust and versatile scale [6] for measuring system usability. It consists of 10 Likert scale questions, paraphrased in Table 3 , with each users Likert score. We can see that users found the system and its function useful (questions 1,3), albeit slightly complex (questions 6,7). Overall, ICARUS scored an average of 75 across the five users on the SUS scale (scoring details for SUS in [9] ). Studies show that a score of 68 and above is considered good [6, 9] , 4.5.3 Agreement with Gold-Inferring antibiotic susceptibility is not a simple or traditional task for a domain expert and is somewhat subjective. Since the recruited users are new users of the system with limited time and training, the variability in their usage patterns is expected. Hence, we do not expect the user's dataset to line up exactly with the "gold" which was formulated by a different set of experts who did not interact with the data using ICARUS. This does not imply that either set of experts are wrong but reflects the subjectivity of the task and motivates the need for human involvement. We compare the precision (number of correct cells out of those filled in) and recall (number of cells filled in out of total missing) of the five users against automatic imputation methods. The following methods are compared; all of which, except the first, are computed using Python's fancyimpute package [45] : Single Imputation [18] , Matrix Factorization [33] , Multiple Imputations via Chained Imputation (MICE) [53] , K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) [20] , and Soft Imputation [37] , We also augmented each of the methods with hierarchical information used by ICARUS. This was done by transforming each value in a parent attribute into a binary feature. We see in Figure 9 that the automated methods perform poorly, with most of them having low precision, and the only one with high precision has very low recall of 16%. The augmented methods do better but do not catch up to experts using ICARUS. The low recall here is not a true metric, since they were given forty-five minutes for the usability test.
In real usage scenarios, users would have more time.
Imputation on partially filled dataset: One can argue that automated methods could be used in conjunction with ICARUS, i.e., machine learned model could be trained after partially filling in data with ICARUS. This is true, if data is filled in randomly. However, with ICARUS, after the user makes an edit, they explicitly choose a rule that covers most cases where that edit applies. Hence, the machine learned areas for that edit are already filled in by the user. The alternative would be to have the user only make direct edits and automatically learn rules from those edits. This would take more user effort, since they would have to make more direct edits for the machine to learn one rule, while with ICARUS their ratio of edit to rule is almost 1:1. We demonstrate this in Figure 10 , where we can see that random 17571 edits are required to achieve 90% precision from single imputation, which corresponds to 17571 edits. Conversely, while ICARUS allows the user to fill in 17571 cells in 23 edits, imputation has a precision of only 48% for cells filled in this manner.
RELATED WORK
ICARUS addresses reducing human effort when input is required in filling in unreported data. While no prior work deals with this, there are many that appear to be similar. Table 4 summarizes how seemingly similar systems fail in user guided data completion.
Interactive Data Cleaning:
As mentioned earlier, the Falcon system [26] is similar to ours in that it aims to reduce user effort by generalizing updates through relaxation of the where clause. However, since its rules are used for error detections as well as updates, the system cannot guide users on impactful updates. This is especially a problem in long and wide tables, where navigating the dataset is painful. In fact, the maximum number of attributes considered in Falcon's test datasets was 15 attributes. Further, its rules do not generalize based on foreign-key relations. Due to these reasons, Falcon is not able to match the performance of ICARUS, as shown in Section 4.4.
Uguide [49] is a similar system that asks the user cell based edits. However, it uses experts for identifying functional dependencies (FDs) by choosing between asking the user cellbased question, tuple based question and FD rules. This is orthogonal to our work, since we need user feedback for correcting while they are trying to identify errors. In our case, we already know which values are missing. The Rudolf system [39] employs interactive rule refinement for fraud detection by clustering misclassifled tuples while Yakout et al's Guided Data Repair [55] work shows users subsets of data to clean. Similarly, DataProf [52] generates Armstrong samples based on violations to business rules, and shows the users samples of these violations. However, both theses systems have a base set of rules that they know to be true, which they use to find dirty tuples that will have the most impact on cleaning the dataset. This is not applicable in our case since our system generates the rules based on the user's edit.
On the other hand, DDLite [19] , a framework for labeling data sets for machine learning algorithms, addresses a similar problem of finding large coverage rules for labeling data. However, data exploration is a manual process. The authors mention that users have difficulty finding high impact items to label. ICARUS addresses these problems to an extent.
Rule-Based Systems:
Rule-based systems for data cleaning, such as NADEEF [15] , cleanse data by finding data violations to pre-specified rules, using a MAX-SAT algorithm. Other rule-based systems [11, 14, 21, 22, 24] are focused on discovering and using CFDs for finding data discrepancies. CFD based techniques assume a static database, hence techniques used there, such as association rule mining, are inefficient to run in our case where the database is constantly being updated. Finally, ERACER [36] uses statistical techniques to find dependencies, but the problem of showing impactful subsets to the user remains.
In fact, the need for ICARUS is motivated by Meduri et al. [38] , where the authors make a case for users being involved in the rule discovery process as opposed to validating at the endpoints. Wang and Tang use fixing rules, as described in [51] , which contain an evidence pattern used to match tuples, negative patterns that identify errors and a fact value that is used to correct a tuple. Their rule generation starts with known FDs and then employs user input to expand negative patterns. HoloClean and Holistic Data Repairing [12, 44] aim to combine different modes of error detection such as integrity constraints, FDs, knowledge bases, and statistics, which is a very different goal from ours. Holoclean by itself is not effective in solving the data completion problem, as shown in Section 4.4. On a different note, DeepDive [16] uses user defined rules for knowledge base construction from literature. The main difference between the rule-based systems and ICARUS is that most of them do not rely on iterative human input and use data and knowledge bases to generate their rules. And for those that do rely on human input, they do not address guiding and optimizing the user's input.
Data Imputation:
Missing data imputation [56] involves predicting trends based on given data, however is not applicable when domain expertise is needed to fill in the information, since the data is not missing at random. This is corroborated in Section 4.5.3, which shows imputation either has low recall or low precision.
Crowdsourced and Knowledge-Based Cleaning:
Systems such as Crowdfill [41] and Deco [40] use the crowd to fill in missing data, while AutoDetect [29] and Katara [13] employ knowledge bases. QOCO [7] and DANCE [4] addresses a similar problem of asking a minimum number of questions to the crowd to cleanse the database, but they do not allow direct edits or constraint creation. Hao et al. [25] match positive and negative signals of a dataset to a knowledge base for cleaning. Most of these systems lack an interactive, iterative component.
Transformational Edits and Spreadsheet Interfaces:
Systems such as Potter's Wheel [43] use constraint violations transforms, while Polaris [47] infers rules from user edits. However, neither of these deal with showing a sample of the database to the user, and they assume rules are definite and can be inferred from columns. Specifically, they do not consider the benefit of looking at a variety of tuples to infer rules. Direct manipulation interfaces such as Wrangler, commercialized as Trifacta [32] , suggest general transformational rules based on user edits, but they focus on attribute extraction as opposed to filling in missing data. Singh and Gulwani [46] deal in semantic transformations by learning and synthesizing all possible set of transformations from a set of input-output examples. All of these show the user the entire dataset and does not solve picking informative subsets.
Query-Based Cleaning:
Other approaches in data cleaning account for dirty data based on semantics of the query [50, 54] . SampleClean [50] , for example, uses a sample of the database to answer aggregate queries, and accounts for errors by generalizing the sample errors to the whole database. However, it deals with duplication error and value errors as opposed to missing data. Further, it addresses aggregate queries such as sum, average, etc. for numeric data while we deal with categorical. ICARUS is not comparable to SampleClean since we deal with different errors and datatypes. Similarly, ActiveClean [34] cleans subsets of the dataset that have the most impact in terms of improving accuracy of machine learning models that are being trained to clean the data. These systems deal with query-based data cleaning, which is very different from the problem we aim to solve, i.e., minimizing user effort in rule-based updates of null values.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we present ICARUS, an interactive system that iteratively allows the user to fill in missing data by making direct updates to a p × q matrix. Based on the update, ICARUS suggests general dependency rules using the database schema, which the user can immediately apply. They can keep making edits and applying rules iteratively until the desired number of cells are filled. The subset selection algorithm used by ICARUS maximizes the probability of the user making an update. Further, the subsets shown also maximize the probability of formulating high impact rules. This reduces the burden of finding related candidates that will fill in the most number of cells. Our experimental evaluations show that a user is, on average, able to fill in 68% of missing cells in an hour with each update filling in around 380 cells.
In terms of future work, we would like to draw the user's attention to cases when they contradict themselves during rule formulation. In other words, we want to highlight when a new rule violates one of the prior rules or contradicts observed values. Presenting this information to the user concisely and quickly is an interesting problem. We are also working on visualizing disagreements in rules between experts and techniques for suggesting resolutions. Further, we could expand ICARUS to correct errors along with data completion. Using techniques mentioned [39, 49, 55] , we can find suspected errors, after which ICARUS would need to select a subset of attributes to show the user that provide evidence for the tuple being incorrect. Finally, another direction we would like to explore is finding the minimum set of rules required to fill in a dataset. This can be done by comparing result sets as the user is specifying new rules, synthesizing them with previously accepted ones when results overlap. ICARUS Workflow: ICARUS uses its entropy based sampling algorithm to display a subset of the database containing missing data to show the user, in the form of a matrix. The user then updates a cell, based on which ICARUS generates multiple update statements, presented as rules. Users can then choose to apply correct rules, amplifying their single update to multiple tuples. Motivating Example -Microbiology Culture Database: Missing data is in the culture_antibiotics table, which is a many-to-many join between the culture and antibiotic tables. To make any inferences on the missing values, atleast four tables need to be joined. Further, the culture's sensitivity to other relevant antibiotics are also needed, hence the culture_antibiotic table needs to be pivoted on culture_id. ICARUS Interface: A) Editable interface showing a subset of the missing data. In each iteration, the user fills in as many values as possible, based on the information present, and then proceeds to refresh. B) Once they update a cell with a value, generalized update rules, which can fill in a larger set of values, are suggested to the user. Summary of limitations of prior work when applied towards the completion problem. ICARUS addresses all 3 features. Suggests rules based on underlying models, which is not applicable when specific data instances are missing.
